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New Voices

Crucibulum: On the Burning of Notre Dame Cathedral by Denise Sobilo
G. K. Chesterton and the Meaning of Liberty  C. A. Shoultz
Chesterton & Friends: Fantasy Literature and Christian Theology  Annesley Anderson
The Napoleon of Notting Hill: A Neglected Gem  Jason Waskovich
The Gift of a Dandelion  James Morris
Sunday’s Divine Attributes  Shawn White
To Be, or 221B: That is the Question  Lilliana Johnson
Burke vs Chesterton: Mistaking a Friend for an Enemy  Brett Fawcett
Chesterton’s Conversion  James Morris

Fenestrae Coeli

Spreading the Gospel Through Beauty
Joseph Pearce Interviews Bernadette Carstensen

Faith on Film

The Strange Afterlife of Father Brown  K. V. Turley

New Voices

St. Francis and Brother Ass by Gregory Lobas
Wilde in Elfland: Oscar’s Chestertonian Touch  Ana Rowan
Intelligent Design by Denise Sobilo

Musica Donum Dei

Joculatores Domini: G. K. Chesterton and St. Francis of Assisi  Susan Treacy

Inklings

Chesterton’s Baptism of Lewis’ Intellect  Fr. Dwight Longenecker

Theater of the Word

Chesterton and Nihilism  Kevin O’Brien
Tuning My Words to the Word
The Universality of Music  Donald DeMarco

Views & Reviews

Knight of the Holy Ghost: A Short History of G. K. Chesterton  (Dale Ahlquist) Reviewed by K. V. Turley
Southwell’s Sphere: The Influence of England’s Secret Poet  (Gary M. Bouchard) Reviewed by Stephanie A. Mann
C. S. Lewis: A Very Short Introduction (James Como)  Reviewed by Louis Markos
Run That By Me Again: Selected Essays (James V. Schall, SJ)  Reviewed by Greg Peters
Five Anti-Catholic Myths: Slavery, Crusades, Inquisition, Galileo, Holocaust (Gerard M. Verschuuren) Reviewed by Clara Sarrocco
My Name is Lazarus: 34 Stories of Converts Whose Path to Rome was Paved by G. K. Chesterton (Ed. by Dale Ahlquist) Reviewed by Jason Waskovich
One Man Perched on a Rock: A Biography of Dr. Warren Carroll (Laura Gossin) Reviewed by Eric Jackson

New Voices

Notre Dame de Paris (After Gerard de Nerval) by Thomas Banks